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Lubricating oilCleaning brush

Please be sure to attach during recharging 
and after use to protect the blade.
Hold the center section and remove.

Cap Blade

Switch

Body

Charge indicator lamp

Head

Cropped hair attachment

Names of Parts

Features

Cordless 5 hour charging/AC type.

Cutting length can be adjusted to 3mm, 6mm, 9mm and 12mm by using the 
cropped hair attachments.

Since two Ni-cd-batteries are built in, the device can be used for about 60
minutes with a full charge.
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After charging the unit, unplug adaptor and 
power feed plug.

Do not pull on cord when removing power plug.

Do not charge the unit if room temperature 
exceeds 40℃ or drops below 0℃. Extreme 
temperatures will shorten battery life.

3.

Standard charging time is 5 hours.

The unit can be operated for about 60 minutes on a full charge.

Do not use continuously for more than 20 minutes. To use for longer periods, stop 
and allow to rest about 10 minutes and lubricate oil to the cutting edge. Continuous 
use of the unit for over 20 minutes may cause deterioration of cutting performance.

Unit socket

Power feed plug

Insert adaptor plug into outlet.

During charging, the charge indicator lamp lights.

2.

1.

Procedure for Charging

Before using, first charge the unit or connect to AC outlet.

Preparations Before Using
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Preparations Before Using

Guide groove of unit

Tab

Allow the unit to operate without actually 
cutting for about 10 seconds and wipe off 
any excessive lubricating oil.

4.

Align tabs of cutting edges with the unit 
guide grooves and apply cutting edges to 
the unit in direction of arrow.

3.

Apply 1 drop of lubricating oil at each of the 
parts of the blade marked with an arrow.

Always lubricate oil before and after use. Cutting 
performance deteriorates if edge is not oiled 
properly. When doing more than one haircut in 
one session, clean and lubricate oil edge once 
after finishing each cut.

2.

Remove cutting edge in direction of arrow.1.

Before Using

As in the case of charging, insert power feed plug into unit socket and adaptor 
plug into outlet. Wait 2 minutes and turn on switch.

Direct AC Power Source
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Protrusion

Mounting hole

To remove the cropped hair 
attach-ment, hold the corner of the 
comb part and remove in the direction 
of the arrow.

3.

Fit the cropped hair attachment 
pro-trusion into the mounting hole of 
the head unit until the attachment is 
snapped on.

2.

The cropped hair attachments are available for 3mm/6mm cut and 9mm/12mm 
cut.
The cutting length is indicated on the inside as well as on the side of the cropped 
hair attachment.Install proper cropped hair attachment for the desired cutting length.

1.

To install the cropped hair attachments.

Turn on the switch.

Cutting Operation
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Preparations Before Cutting

1. Place a vinyl sheet or a sheet of newspaper on the floor.

Use a chair as high as possible for ease of haircut work.

2. Apply powder to the neck, place tissue paper, 
and wrap around with a towel.

3. Put on a cape from the front and fasten it 
with a string.

★ If a suitable cape is not available, substitute 
a nylon wrapping cloth or the like.

Names of Hair Parts

Crown

Sidewall

Sideburn

Nape
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Haircut

Short hair

1. Cutting of crown.

Pull up hair between fingers directly perpen-
dicular to top of head and slowly run the unit 
above fingers to cut.

To ensure cutting at the same length, take up hair 
already cut together with hair to be cut and cut 
latter to the same length as the former.

2. Trimming along the ears.

Put the blade edge lightly against the 
skin and move it in a circle in the arrow 
direction.

Hold the ear by hand to facilitate the job.

3. Side trimming.

Put the blade edge at right angles to 
the skin to trim the hair.

4. Shaving downy hair.

Put the blades directly on the skin and 
shave the downy hair working from 
the lower to the upper part of the neck.

Do not press the blades too hard.

Rounded corners 
are safe for the skin.

Nape Sideburn
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Sideburn

2. Layering and shaping.

Lift up hair from the bottom with a comb.

Hold comb firmly in place and cut hair in 
direction of arrow.

Do not try to cut a lot of hair at once. Cut a little at a time.

Always comb hair after cutting and trim           portion while checking that 
cutting has been done properly.

Shaped portion

Nape

Do not press the blades too hard.

Put the blades directly on the skin and 
shave the downy hair working from 
the lower to the upper part of the neck.

Shaving downy hair.5.

Put the blade edge at right angles to 
the skin to trim the hair.

Side trimming.4.

Hold the ear by hand to facilitate the job.

Put the blade edge lightly against the skin 
and move it in a circle in the arrow direction.

Trimming along the ears.

To ensure cutting at the same length, take up hair 
already cut together with hair to be cut and cut 
latter to the same length as the former.

Pull up hair between fingers directly perpendicular to 
top of head and slowly run the unit above fingers to cut.

Cutting of crown.1.

Trim-up

Haircut
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Close cropping
1. Clipping the entire part.

Mount the cropped hair attachment of proper 
size for the desired cutting length.

While putting the comb of the cropped hair 
attachment in contact with the head skin, 
slowly crop the hair from the hairline toward the 
crown against the growing direction of the hair.

The knack for quick and clean cropping is 
to crop the once cropped part over again.

Finish by cropping the entire part in crossed 
manner as shown to make sure that no part 
is left uncropped.

Clip the lower part of the back.

Mount the cropped hair attachment one size 
smaller than the cropped hair attachment 
used for close cropping.

9mm for side trimming against 12mm for close cropping. 
6mm against 9mm. 3mm against 6mm.

Clip the lower part of the back by 
gradually moving the clippers away 
from the head skin.
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Store the unit in a dry place.

Lubricate the blade with a few drops of oil.4.

Remove the blade from the unit and 
clean out hair from the inside.

3.

Use accessory cleaning brush to clean                       
out hair from the unit and around 
cutting edge.

2.

1.

Always clean out hair and lubricating oil unit after use.

Servicing Procedures

Haircut

2.

Do not press the blades too hard.

Put the blades directly on the skin and 
shave the downy hair working from 
the lower to the upper part of the neck.

Shaving downy hair.4.

Put the blade edge at right angles to 
the skin to trim the hair.

Side trimming.3.

Hold the ear by hand to facilitate the job.

Put the blade edge lightly against the skin 
and move it in a circle in the arrow direction.

Trimming along the ears.

Remove the cropped hair attachment.

SideburnNape
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Accessories

Power supply

Specification

RemedyPoints to be checkedSymptom

When any trouble occurs during use, discontinue the use, and make sure of the 
following points before asking a repair.

AC adaptor  

Body

Charging time 5hours (Standard)

AC adaptor, Cropped hair attachment S , L , 
Cleaning brush, Lubricating oil

Sharpness is not good. A great deal of hair cuttings are 
accumulated inside the blade.

Periodically clean up and oil.

Rotation is weak.

Changing is not
available.

The clipper is out of 
charge. It does not 
work even through the 
cord is connected.

Charging is not
available.

The cord is interrupted. Is not the 
service life of nickel cadmium 
battery, blade or motor over?

Ask a shop where you have 
bought, to repair.

Does not work.

The cord is connected with the 
switch set to 1.

The switch is set to 1.


